Instructional Committee - New Course Evaluation Course Template

1. Name of Course:

2. Is the UHM-Form filled in correctly?
   - Yes
   - No - comment below

   Comment:

3. Does this course meet CTAHR’s teaching criteria – meeting the stated requirements?
   - Yes
   - Partial (provide comments)
   - No (provide comments)

   Comments:

4. Does the course fit within the department’s objectives (see departments homepage)?
   - Yes
   - Partial (provide comments)
   - No (provide comments)

   Comments:

5. Is the syllabus complete and suitable for student level that it targets?
   - Yes
6. Comment on the course syllabus

7. Is the course work load/teaching goal achievable?

8. Is there a need for this course?

9. Does the grading criteria meet the course load weighting?
   Yes
   Partial (provide comments)
   No (provide comments)

10. Is the undergraduate/graduate grading criteria appropriate?
    Yes
    No
    Comment:

11. Is there any known replication of this specific course in (this or) other
departments?

This

Yes (provide comment)

No

Partial (provide comment)

Comment:

12. Please provide any constructive comments that may help this course

Comment:

Done
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